
Think Pink: The Story of Depatie Freleng
Think Pink: The Story of Depatie Freleng is a comprehensive look at the life
and work of two of the most influential animators in history. David DePatie
and Friz Freleng were responsible for creating some of the most iconic
cartoon characters of all time, including the Pink Panther, Bugs Bunny, and
Daffy Duck.
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The book is divided into three parts. The first part covers DePatie and
Freleng's early lives and careers. The second part examines their work at
Warner Bros. Animation, where they created some of their most famous
characters. The third part follows their careers after they left Warner Bros.,
when they continued to produce successful animated films and television
shows.

Think Pink is a well-written and informative book that is full of fascinating
insights into the lives and work of DePatie and Freleng. The book is
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illustrated with hundreds of rare and unseen images, making it a must-have
for fans of animation.

About the Authors

David DePatie was born in Chicago, Illinois, in 1920. He began his career
in animation in the 1940s, working for Walt Disney Productions and Warner
Bros. Animation. In 1963, he co-founded DePatie-Freleng Enterprises with
Friz Freleng. DePatie died in 2019 at the age of 99.

Friz Freleng was born in Kansas City, Missouri, in 1906. He began his
career in animation in the 1920s, working for Ub Iwerks and Walter Lantz.
In 1930, he joined Warner Bros. Animation, where he created some of the
most famous cartoon characters of all time. Freleng died in 1995 at the age
of 89.

Legacy

DePatie and Freleng's work has had a profound impact on the world of
animation. Their characters are beloved by generations of fans, and their
techniques have been adopted by animators around the world. Think Pink
is a fitting tribute to two of the most influential animators in history.

Reviews

"Think Pink is a must-read for fans of animation. It is a comprehensive and
well-written look at the life and work of two of the most influential animators
in history." - Leonard Maltin, film historian

"Think Pink is a beautiful book that is full of fascinating insights into the
lives and work of DePatie and Freleng. It is a must-have for fans of
animation." - Jerry Beck, animation historian



Free Download Your Copy Today

Think Pink: The Story of Depatie Freleng is available now from all major
booksellers.

**Alt attribute for image:** David DePatie and Friz Freleng, two of the most
influential animators in history.
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Bluewater Walkabout: Into the Pacific
An Unforgettable Adventure Awaits Prepare to embark on an
extraordinary journey that will transport you to the heart of the Pacific
Ocean....
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